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Introduction 
The present paper is concerned with some properties that a pro-p group will have 
if i~ occurs as a Sylow group of the absolute Galois group of some field containing 
ai p-power roots of unity. We shall primarily consider the property formulated in 
the following 
Definition. A pro-p group G is called absolutely torsion-free if for every (closed) 
subgroup S of G the abelianized group Sab is torsion-free. 
We are going to show that if such a group is soluble, then it must be abelian. This 
implies that there are no nilpotent absolute Galois groups apart from abelian ones 
(Corollary 3). 
In the last section we will discuss some consequences of the Merkurjev-Suslin 
t;~eorem on the surjectivity of the Galois symbol for the relational structure of the 
g:oups considered here. 
Some terminology: Subgroups and homomorphisms of profinite groups are 
supposed to be closed or continuous, respectively. Commutators are denoted by 
[x,y]=x-ly- lxy.  The descending central series of a group G is GI=G and 
Gn+l=[Gn, G]. We also write G'=G 2 for the commutator subgroup and 
Gab = G/G'. The Frattini subgroup of a pro-p group G is G*= GPG2. 
I. Some Galois groups 
Fzoposition 1. Let K /k  be a maximal p-extension of  fields where p is a prime 
aifferent from char(k). Denote by t.t the group of  all p-power oots of  unity and put 
k o = K f') k(lz). Then the Galois group Gal(K/ko) is absolutely torsion-free. 
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Proof. Let ( be a primitive pth root of unity. We have g ck0(0  and hence 
K tqk1(l~) =kl for every intermediate field kl between k0 and K. So, by Galois 
theory, it suffices to show that Gal(K/ko)ab is torsion-free. 
Let F=Gal(ks/k o) where ks is the separable closure of k, and set F0-~ 
Gal(ks/ko(O). Then [F :F  o] divides p -1  and F 0 acts trivially on g. Hilbert's 
Theorem 90 implies that the abelian group HX(S, lt) is divisible for every subgroup 
S of F because there is an epimorphism (kX/g)S~Hl(S, lu) whose domain is 
uniquely divisible by p. In particular, the group H 1 (Fo, P) is divisible where P is 
the trivial F-module ©p/Zp. Now consider the composite of the restriction and co- 
restriction maps, 
HI(F, P )~ HI(Fo, P)--, HI(F, P), 
which equals multiplication by [F: F0] and hence is an isomorphism. So HI(F,  P)  
is divisible as well. On the other hand, Gal(K/ko) is the maximal pro-p factor 
group of F and so H~(F,P) is the dual group of Gal(K/ko)ab which proves the 
claim. (If k is a local or a global field, then, as a result of class field theory, 
Gal(K/ko) is a free pro-p group [3, Beispiele 9.5 & 9.8]). 
Proposition 2. An absolutely torsion-free and soluble pro-p group is abelian. 
Proof. First we show that any two elements x, y of an absolutely torsion-free pro-p 
group G that satisfy [[x, y], y] = 1 will commute: We may assume that G = (x, y) is 
generated by x and y. Consider the normal subgroup M= G*(x). We have 
[x,y "+1 ] = [x,y"][x,y][[x,y],y n ] 
where the last factor is 1. Thus [x, yn]=[x,y] n for all n. In particular, [x,y]U= 
[x,y p] eM'. Since M/M' is torsion-free it follows that [x,y] eM" and so G'=M'. 
On the other hand, M/[G*, G] is abelian, whence we get that G'=M'<_ [G*, G] = 
(G')PG3 . Thus G '= G3 and so G '= 1 because G is pro-nilpotent. 
From the first part of the proof it is easily seen that abelian normal subgroups 
of G are central and that nilpotent subgroups are abelian. Now denote the derived 
subgroups of G by G ~°) = G and G ~'~+ 1)= (G(n)), and suppose that G in) = 1 for some 
n_2 .  Then G (n-l) is an abelian normal subgroup of G, so 1 = [Gt"- I), G] _> 
(G(n-2))3 and hence 1 = (G~n-2))'= G(n- 1) 
The following is a straightforward consequence of Propositions 1 and 2: 
Corollary 1. I f  the Galois group of a maximal p-extension of fields is soluble, then 
it is metabelian. 
For a more thorough investigation of the nilpotent case we need the following 
technical emma where C(x) denotes the centralizer of the group element x. 
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Lemma 1. Let K/k be a maximal p-extension where p ~ char(k) and k contains the 
pth or, if  p = 2, the fourth roots of unity. Set k o = k(it) where It is the group of  all 
p-power oots of unity. Then C(x) N Gal(K/ko) = 1 for all x ~ Gal(K/k) \ Gal(K/ko). 
Proof. Let G = Gal(K/k) and G O = Gal(K/ko). Since k contains the appropriate 
roots of unity we have G/Go<_Zp. First we show that HI(So, it) s/s° is divisible for 
every subgroup S of G and So = S O Go" Since S/So-< 7/v the 5 term cohomology 
senuence yields an epimorphism 
Hi(S, I t )~ H1 (So, It) s/so. 
And by Hilbert 90 there is an epimorphism (K×/it)S~Hl(S, it) whose domain is 
divisible by p because K p --K. 
To end the proof let xe  G \Go.  Then (x)OGo= 1 because G/G o is torsion-free. 
Hence setting S = (C(x) O Go)(X) we have So = S n Go = C(x) O Go and, moreover, 
H 1 (So, It)S/So = Hom(So, It(x~) 
where the group It<x> is finite and not reduced to 1. The divisibility condition now 
fi_~piies that So= 1. 
Corollary 2. Let K/k  be a maximal p-extension of fields where pq:char(k) and k 
contains the pth root of unity. I f  Gal(K/k) is nilpotent, then it is abelian. 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case where the nilpotency class of G = Gal(K/k) 
is at most 2. First let us assume that ]/~ZT~ k if p= 2. Let Go = Gal(K/ko) where 
k 0 = k(it) and/1 is the group of ail p-power roots of unity. By Propositions 1 and 
2, G O is abelian. We also have that G/G o <_ Zp. So it remains to deal with the case 
where G= Go(x) with some xe  G \ G 0. Since, by our assumption, [x, [x,y]] = 1 for 
every y ~ Go, Lemma 1 yields that G O = 1. 
:g p = 2 and l/;L--i- ~ k, then consider H= Gal (K /k ( l~  ). This group is abelian by 
:!-e first part of the proof and is torsion-free. Moreover, G =H(x) with some xe  G 
such that x2eH. Since in the present situation l=[y, x2]=[y,x] 2 and hence 
[y, x] = 1 for every y ~ H, the proof is complete. 
Corollary 3. I f  the absolute Galois group of a fieM is nilpotent, then it is abelian. 
Proof. If Gal(ks/k ) is nilpotent, then this group is the cartesian product of its uni- 
que Sylow p-subgroups Sp where p ranges over all primes. If p = char(k), then Sp 
is pro-p free and hence, by our assumption, must be pro-cyclic. If p :~ char(k), then 
S 1eaves fixed the pth roots of unity and hence is abelian by Corollary 2. 
Eemark. There are large number fields whose absolute Galois group is metabelian, 
[21 ~.  
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2. Some further properties of absolutely torsion-free pro-p groups 
Proposition 3. The class of absolutely torsion-free pro-p groups is closed under 
forming projective limits and free pro-p products. 
Proof. First note that for any inverse system of profinite groups (Ga) with 
G=l im Ga we have Gab =lim(Ga)ab. If S is a subgroup of G, then S=l im rG(S ) 
where zG:G~G a are the projection maps. This proves the first claim. For the 
second consider a subgroup S of the free pro-p product G = ]_[ G a of some family 
of absolutely torsion-free pro-p groups (Ga). We must show that Sab is torsion- 
free. Since S is the intersection of all open subgroups containing it we may, by the 
argument above, assume that S itself is open. Then the profinite analogue of the 
Kurosh subgroup theorem [1, Theorem] yields that S= FI.I I I  T/~ where F is a free 
pro-p group and the TB's are subgroups of conjugates of the G~'s. Thus 
Sab =Fab × l-I (Tp)ab is torsion-free. 
Proposition 4. The cartesian product F × G of two pro-p groups F and G is ab- 
solutely torsion-free i f  and only if  F and G are so and one of them is abelian. 
Proof. The 'if ' part is straightforward. Conversely, assume that F × G is absolutely 
torsion-free. If neither F nor G were abelian, then the group F2/F3 x GE/G 3 could 
not be pro-cyclic. So the claim will follow from the lemma below. 
Lemma 2. Let G = <xj, x2, Yl, Y2> be a pro-p group on four generators subject o the 
condition [xi, y j] = 1 for i,j= 1,2 and assume that G is absolutely torsion-free. Then 
GE/G 3 is pro-cyclic. 
Proof. We are going to show that G2/G 3 is generated by the coset of [XlYl, x2Y2]. 
Let X=(x l ,  x2) and Y=(Yl,Y2). Then IX, Y] = l, so X and Y are normal in G and 
we have Gk=XkYk for all k= 1, 2, . . . .  Now consider the subgroup S=SoY* where 
So=(Xlyl,x2y2). We want to show that Sk=Gk for k=2,3 :  En effet, we have 
IV, X] = IV, So] and [W, Y] = [W, So] for all V_< X and W_< Y. So, in particular, 
[Y*  Y] = [Y* So] <_S 2. But [Y* Y] = Y~Y3 and Sab is torsion-free, hence Y2 _< $2. 
From X<-SoY and [Y, So] = Y2 we get that X2<_(So)EY2<_S2. Hence GE=X2Yz<_S2 
and also Y3 = [ Y2, So] - $3 as well as X3 = [X2, So] -< $3, whence G 3 ___ S 3 . 
Since Y*= P P S* YE(Yl,Y2) and Y2__< we have that S=(XlYl,X2Yz, yP, y~). So the 
group SE/S 3 = G2/G3 is generated by the cosets of the following elements: 
[xlyl,xzy2] ' [yl,y~V] [y2,yp], r ,p , ,p ]  , L . ) ' I  - ) '2  " 
The latter three of these are congruent modulo G 3 to [yl,Y2] p, [yl,Y2] -p, and 
[yl,y2] p2, respectively, so their cosets lie in the Fratttini subgroup of G2/G 3. This 
completes the proof. 
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Proposition 5. Let G be an absolutely torsion-free pro-p group and denote by 
G t°] = G and G In+ 11 = (G[,,]). its iterated Frattini subgroups. I f  the center Z(G) of  
G is finitely generated, then there is an integer n for which G ["1 = H x Z(G ["] ) with 
some subgroup H of G [hi 
Proof. (i) First we show that there are subgroups H of G and S of Z(G) for which 
Z(H)<_H* and G=HxS:  Since G is compact here is a subgroup H of G which 
i- minimal with respect o G = HZ(G). Then HNZ(G)<_H* and H is normal in G. 
~=:~position 2 implies that Z(N)=NMZ(G)  for every normal subgroup N of G. 
Th~as we have Z(H)=HNZ(G)=Z(H*) .  Further let S<_Z(G) be minimal with 
respect to G = HS. Then Htq S<_H*N S*. To see that Hfq S-- l consider the epimor- 
phism f :  H×S--*G defined by f (h,s)=hs -1. We have that Ker(f)<_H*xS*=Q* 
where Q- -H  x S (because we are dealing with pro-p groups). Since Gab is torsion- 
free, f induces a split epimorphism Qab'-* Gab which is an isomorphism because its 
kernel is contained in (Qab)*- Thus Ker(f)_< Q '= H 'x  1 and so Hfq S= I. 
(ii) From part (i) we have that G*= H* x S p. Now apply (i) to H* so as to obtain 
a decomposition H*= J x T where J is normal in G, Z(J)<_ J*, and T<_ Z(H*)= 
H*NZ(G).  Thus we have G*=Jx(TxSP) .  Since Z(G) is finitely generated and 
t~ =s is a Noetherian 7'p-module, the process described above will become stationary. 
T~,'.is means that, for some n, G[n I=AxB with B<<_Z(G) and Z(A)<AA ['1= 1, 
kence B = Z(G t.] ). 
Example. Let G be a pro-p group of cohomological dimension 2 and denote by I 
its dualizing module (cf. [5, 1-80/81]). Then G is absolutely torsion-free if and only 
if the groups I s are divisible for all open subgroups S of G. In particular, any 
Demushkin group with generators xl, ..., X2n and relation Ix I , x2]. . . . -  Ix2,_ 1, XEn] = 1 
is absolutely torsion-free since its dualizing module is the trivial module ©p/Zp (cf. 
[6, p. 10]). 
~,, Cup products 
Let k be field, Gk its absolute Galois group, n a positive integer not divisible by 
char(k), and it. the group of nth roots of unity. Merkurjev and Suslin [4, 
Theorem] have shown that the Galois symbol 
K2(k)/nK2(k)-* H2(Gk, Itn (~) It.) 
is an isomorphism. Since that homomorphism factors through the homomorphism 
induced by the cup product 
H 1 (Gk, It,,) ® H l (Gk, ldn)~HE(Gk, Itn (~)/~n), 
t'.~iS latter map is surjective. So it is of interest o study groups with the following 
property: 
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Definition. Let G be a pro-p group. We say that G has property (CPn) if the 
homomorphism 
H 1 (G, 7//(pn))@H 1(G, 7//(pn))~HE(G, 7//(pn)) 
induced by the cup product for G acting trivially on Z/ (p ' )  is surjective. G is said 
to have property (CP) if it has (CP,) for all n. 
Proposition 6. An abelian pro-p group has property (CP) i f  and only i f  it is torsion. 
free. 
Proof.  (i) Assume G is abelian and has (CP2). Let S = {x[x p = 1 }. We are going to 
show that the restriction map r :H2(G,7//(p2)~H2(S,Z/(p2))  is zero. tf 
f, g ~ H 1 (G, 7//(p2)), then f (S)  and g(S) are contained in pT//p27 / and we have that 
f(x)g(y) = 0 for all x, y e S. This means that r is zero on the image of the cup product 
map H~(G,7//(pE))(~HI(G,7//(p2))-*H2(G,2~/(p2)) which is onto by (CP2). 
Next assume that G has torsion. Then it is straightforward to see that there is art 
extension I--*C~A--,G--,1 with A abelian pro-p, C-~7//(p2), and C<_A p. The 
restricted extension 1---,C-'*B --,S --* 1 will retain the property that C<_B p and hence 
does not split, contradicting the fact that r= 0. 
(ii) Conversely, assume that G =7/j~ n (the finitely generated case suffices) and let 
R=7//(p'~). There is an extension 1-~FE~F~G- ,1  with a free pro-p group F 
generated by x l , . . . ,  xm. In our present situation the transgression map 
t :HI(F2/F3,R)--*HE(G,R) 
is an isomorphism. Let fg~HI (G ,R) .  Explicit computation of t (cf. [3, p. 281) 
shows that 
t-  ~ ( f  U g)([x,, XjD = - f (~)g(~) + f(~)g(~) 
(here .~ denotes the respective cosets). So suitable choices o f f  and g yield all the pro- 
j ection maps in H 1 (F z/F 3, R) and hence H 1 (G, R) ® H 1 (G, R)--, H 2 (G, R) is onto. 
The following example shows that there are pro-p groups G with (CP) whose 
abelianized group Gab, however, has torsion. 
Example. The pro-p group G = (x, y, z; xP[y, z] = 1 ) has property (CP). 
Proof.  Let A = G/S be the maximal torsion-free abelian factor group of G and 
R =7/ / (p") .  Consider the commutative diagram 
i 
H2(A, R) , H2(G, R) 
.t l 
H1(A,R)@H~(A,R)  , H1(G,R)®H1(G,R) 
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in which c A and c o are the cup product and i the inflation maps. Since c A is onto 
bY Proposition 6, it remains to verify that i is onto by observing that S/[S, G] = Zp 
and H2(G, R) = Z/(p).  
Proposition 7. Let G be a 2-generator pro-p group with property (CP). Then G is 
either abelian torsion-free or pro-p free. 
prJof. (i) First we show that Gab is torsion-free. Let A = G/S be the maximal 
abelian torsion-free factor group of G. Since G is finitely generated there is an in- 
teger n for which SP"c_G2 . This, together with property (CP2n), implies that the 
restriction map HE(G, R2n)'--'H2(S, R2,,) is zero (Rm =y/(pm)).  Now assume that 
Gab has torsion. Then A is 1 or Zp, so cd(A)_< I. Shifting dimension for 
O--+Ra,,~Mo(R2,,)---,C~O and the 5 term sequence for 1--+S~G--+A-, 1 then imply 
that 0=Hi (S ,  C)=H2(S, Rzn). So S is pro-p free and cd(G)<_2. 
Next consider 
7~ 
O-+ pn~_/p2n77 ~ R2n ~ R n ~0 
an£. ~he following commutative diagram where the maps --* are onto: 
HI(A, Rn)@Ht(A, Rn) 
i@i 
4, 
H~(G,R~)@HI(G, Rn) 
n*®n* t
H i (G, R2n) ~) H 1 (G, R2~) 
U 
> H2(A, Rn)=0 
t 
! 
4- 
> HZ(G,R,~) 
I 
~, H2(G, R2n) 
The image of n*® n* is contained in that of i® i because any f6  H 1 (G, R2n ) maps 
S imo p'~Y_/p2nZ. So H2(G,R~)= 0 and G is pro-p free, a contradiction. 
(ii) To end the proof apply the formula of Proposition 8 to d=2.  
Proposition 8. Let G be a pro-p group such that Gab /S torsion-free and choose an 
exact sequence 1~ N --+ F--) G -, 1 with F pro-p free and N<_ F*. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) G has (CP), 
(ii) G has (CP1), 
(iii) the inflation map H2(Gab)~HZ(G) is surjective, 
(iv) Gz/G 3 is torsion-free and NNF 3 = [N, F]. 
U 3 satisfies the conditions above and in addition is finitely generated of rank d, 
*,hen G is finitely related and the number of its relations is 
r = ~d(d-  1) - dimFG2/G 3O~. 
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Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from the commutative diagram below 
(the coefficients being ~p = Z/(p)) 
i 
H2(Gab) , H2(G) 
Hl(Gab)®Hl(Gab) - .  ,HI(G)@HI(G) 
where the cup product map Cab is onto by Proposition 6. 
If we assume that i is onto, then the 5 term sequence for 1 ~Gz~G~Gab~I 
becomes 
O~ H 1 (G2/G3)~ HZ( Gab)~ HZ(G )~O 
where dim HZ(Gab)= ½d(d-1) and r=dimH2(G) in case G has finite rank at. 
(iii) =, (iv). First we show that NN (F~F3)= N°[N, F] .  The 5 term cohomology se- 
quence associated with the commutative diagram of extensions 
1 'N  ~"  ~G 
1 ~F2 , c ... 'Gab 
yields the following commutative diagram (D) 
,1 
,1 
HI(N)F - , H2(G)  
H 1 (F2)  F - , H2(Gab)  
Since the inflation i is onto, so is j ,  and the natural map N/NP[N,F]~F2/F~F3 is
one-to-one which proves our first claim. 
Next we show that G2/G3 =F2/NF3 is torsion-free. Let o e F 2 such that o p = uw 
with ueN and weF3. Then u=oPw -1 eNN(F~F3)=NP[N,F]. So oP-aPmodF3 
for some a e N. Since F2/F3 is torsion-free it follows that o -  a mod F3 and o E NF3. 
Finally let us verify that NN(FP"F3)<_NP"[N,F] for all n (whence NOF3= 
[N,F]). Assume the claim holds for all m<_n and pick some u=oP"÷'weN with 
oeF2 and weF3. Then u=(oP)#'w and by the induction hypothesis there are 
a e N and b e [N, F]  such that u = (oP)P"w = aP"b. Since F2/F 3 is torsion-free it 
follows that oP--amodF3. Choose ceF 3 so that a=oPc. Then aeNN(FPF3)= 
NP[N,F] and there are seN and te[N,F] such that a=sPt. This yields that 
a V' =sP"~'t ' for some t'e IN, F] and eventually that u =sP"*'(t'b)~NP"*~[N,F]. 
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(iv)=(i). Since G2/G3=F2/NF 3 is torsion-free and NOF3=[N,F],  the natural 
map N/[N,F]--'Fz/F3 is a split monomorphism. This implies that the map j .  in 
diagram (D) where g / (p )  can be replaced by any trivial discrete module is a (split) 
epimorphism. So the inflation map i is onto as well and we can argue as in (iii) = (ii). 
Remark. Let F be a free pro-p group and N a normal subgroup contained in F 2. 
Then we have NAF3 = [N,F] if and only if N=((S)),  the normal subgroup of F 
g,~-3zrated by some S<_F2 for which SAF3=S 2. 
Proof. If NOF 3 = [N,F], write N=S[N,F]  with some S<_N so that SO [N,F] <_ 
S*. Then SAF3<_S * and hence SOF3<_S 2 because F2/F 3 is torsion-free. Con- 
versely, if N = ((S)) and S O F3 = S2, then N = S [N, F]  and N O F3 = S2 [N, F] = [N, F].  
Corollary 4. All pro-p groups G such that Gab is torsion-free and the inflation map 
H2(Gab)~H2(G) is onto arise in the following way: 
Let F be a free pro-p group and choose a direct summand D of  Fe/F 3 and a 
family (s,), o f  elements o f f  2 so that (siF3) ~ is a Zp-basis of  D. Then put G=F/N 
where N=((S))  and S=(s~ l i>. 
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